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This paper argues that ethical propositions can legitimately be
used as evidence for and against empirical conclusions.
Specifically, I argue that this thesis is entailed by several
uncontroversial assumptions about ethical metaphysics and
epistemology. I also outline several examples of ethical-toempirical inferences where it is extremely plausible that one can
rationally rely upon their ethical evidence in order to gain a
justified belief in an empirical conclusion. The main upshot is that
ethical propositions can, under perfectly standard conditions, play
both direct and indirect evidential roles in (social) scientific
inquiry.
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Recently, I was looking after my friend’s children, Spencer and Emily. I was sitting in the
living room, when Emily ran out from the kitchen, where she and Spencer were supposed
to be sharing a piece of cake. ‘Spencer didn’t cut the cake fairly!’, Emily cried. I believed
her, and so I inferred from this fact (the fact that Spencer didn’t cut the cake fairly) to the
conclusion that he didn’t split the piece of cake evenly, in order to take the bigger piece
for himself. I went into the kitchen to talk to both of the children – Spencer especially –
about the importance of fairness and equality (without much success).
Later, I noticed that I had made an interesting inference to reach the (true) conclusion
that Spencer didn’t split the cake evenly. I inferred from an ethical premise, namely, that
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Spencer did something unfair, to reach an empirical conclusion about the geometry of the
cut cake. Although not quite deductive, this had all the hallmarks of an epistemically
virtuous inference. In other words, the ethical proposition, that Spencer cut the cake
unfairly, seemed to be the good evidence on the basis of which I believed the empirical
conclusion that Spencer cut the cake unevenly.
While exploring the more general possibility that ethical1 propositions2 can, under
standard conditions, be used as evidence for and against empirical conclusions, I was
surprised to see (both in the philosophical literature and also especially in conversation
with colleagues) that many find this idea quite absurd.3
By ‘ethical propositions’, I mean propositions which feature evaluative or normative words
like, ‘good’, ‘bad’, right’, ‘wrong’, ‘just’, ‘fair’ and so on. More stringently (and in order to avoid
complications involving disjunctive propositions), we can define an ethical proposition as one
whose truth essentially depends on whether an ethical property is instantiated (or some antirealist-friendly equivalent of this). ‘Empirical propositions’ are propositions whose truth
essentially depends on the instantiation of the kind of property which would be described by
our best scientific theories (although in this paper I will only be concerned with empirical
propositions which purport to describe the world at the level of description of the social
sciences). Propositions which feature “thick” predicates (e.g., ‘selfish’, ‘admirable’) plausibly fall
somewhere between ethical and empirical propositions as I have defined them. If the argument
in this paper succeeds in showing that ethical propositions can be used as evidence for and
against empirical propositions, then it shows a fortiori that “thick” propositions can also be used
as evidence in this way.
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Throughout this paper, I assume that bodies of evidence are composed of propositions, so it
would be the proposition that Spencer cut the cake unfairly which is my evidence for the
conclusion that Spencer cut the cake unevenly, rather than my mere belief about this proposition,
or experience of the unfairness, etc. Not much turns on this assumption. The discussion below
could be easily adapted to show that ethical beliefs (rather than ethical propositions) can be
legitimately used as evidence for empirical conclusions. The matter is a bit trickier if we think of
evidence as constituted only by experiences or immediate sense-data, since it is not obvious
that we have distinctively ethical experiences or sense-data. In this case, however, it would be
sufficient for the discussion in this paper to establish that ethical propositions can play the same
pseudo-evidential role which empirical propositions standardly play, e.g., when these empirical
propositions are learned via testimony. To state the overall point of this paper as abstractly as
possible, the idea is that – whatever account of evidence one prefers – there are no grounds for
treating ethical propositions or beliefs as failing to play whatever evidential or quasi-evidential
role which one ascribes to empirical propositions or beliefs within this account of evidence.
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The main location where there has been discussion (or rather, a conspicuous lack of
discussion) about the idea that ethical propositions can count as evidence for empirical
conclusions is the large philosophical literature on the role of value-judgements in scientific
inquiry. In this debate, the distinction is commonly drawn between ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ roles
(Longino 1990, Douglas 2000:564) which value-judgements – i.e., ethical beliefs – can play in
scientific research, and it is usually assumed without argument (or at most a gesture towards a
worry about wishful thinking, see §1 below) that value-judgements cannot play a direct
evidential role in influencing scientific research. However, there have been some notable
3
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From now on, I refer to the principle that ethical propositions can, under perfectly
standard conditions (i.e., when they meet the criteria in our best general theories of
evidential support), be legitimately relied upon as evidence for and against empirical
conclusions as the Ethical Evidence thesis. There are three main general worries about
this thesis. The first is metaphysical. The basic worry is that ethical properties (and our
beliefs about these properties) are weird, so that ethical propositions are just not the right
sort of thing to count as evidence for and against empirical conclusions. The second worry
is epistemological. The point is that, even if ethical propositions could legitimately count
as empirical evidence, they could not be relied upon as evidence for or against empirical
conclusions, because our epistemic justification for believing ethical propositions is not
sufficiently independent of our justification for believing these empirical conclusions. The
final worry is just that there are not many clear examples of cases where we can
legitimately rely upon ethical propositions as evidence for empirical conclusions (but
there are plenty of cases where it appears to be irrational to do so).
§1 counters the metaphysical worry by showing that, on extremely minimal (and widely
shared) assumptions about the metaphysics of ethical properties and the nature of ethical
belief, ethical propositions can often meet the standard criteria for counting as empirical
evidence according to our best general theories of evidential support.
§2 responds to the epistemological worry by showing that, if we can gain epistemically
justified ethical beliefs by means of testimony, then ethical beliefs can be justified
sufficiently independently of beliefs about empirical conclusions in order to be rationally
relied upon as evidence for and against these conclusions.

exceptions to this trend, especially from feminist and pragmatist philosophers of science who
have argued that value-judgements can play an evidential or quasi-evidential role in scientific
inquiry (e.g., White 1981, Nelson 1990, Campbell 1998, Anderson 2004, Clough 2003, 2011,
Brown 2020). The aim of this paper is to build on their work by giving a clearer and more
systematic treatment of the metaphysics and epistemology underlying this position.
Outside of the values-in-science debate, the question of whether ethical propositions can be
used as evidence for empirical conclusions has also recently cropped up in metaethics, with
Barber (2013) and Basl and Coons (2017) each trying to use a negative answer to this question
in order to motivate a controversial result about ethical metaphysics or epistemology (see §2
below). However, it is worth noting that in other areas of this literature, it is assumed to be true
without much argument that ethical propositions can legitimately be used as evidence for
empirical conclusions. For instance, this features as a key premise in Dorr’s (2002) influential
argument against certain versions of metaethical non-cognitivism, and in Podgorski’s (2020)
recent argument about the ethical significance of moral uncertainty.
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§3 rounds off the discussion by outlining several examples where it is plausible that we
can legitimately use an ethical proposition which we justifiably believe as evidence for or
against an empirical conclusion.
The goal of this paper is not to show that one must accept the Ethical Evidence thesis.
Rather, the aim is to show that (i) the legitimacy of relying on ethical propositions as
empirical evidence follows from uncontroversial assumptions about ethical metaphysics
and epistemology, and (ii) there are cases where it is quite plausible that we can
legitimately rely upon ethical propositions which we justifiably believe as empirical
evidence, therefore, (iii) there is no good reason to reject these uncontroversial
assumptions. In other words, we should see the legitimacy of evidentially relying upon
ethical propositions as the default position in this debate.

1. Metaphysics
This section discusses the metaphysical objection to the Ethical Evidence thesis, which
trades off the idea that ethical properties are metaphysically different in kind, in some
important respect, from empirical properties. Additionally, beliefs about ethical
propositions appear to be different in kind from beliefs about empirical propositions,
insofar as ethical beliefs appear to have conative as well as cognitive content.4 Therefore,
ethical propositions might not be the right sort of thing to count as evidence for and
against empirical conclusions.
In the longstanding philosophical debate about the role of value-judgements in scientific
inquiry, something like this general metaphysical worry has historically led many
philosophers and scientists to reject the Ethical Evidence thesis. Although this argument
is almost never spelled out in detail, the idea seems to be something like the following: (i)
value-judgements (i.e., ethical beliefs) are a desire-like attitude; (ii) allowing one’s
desires to influence whether one believes a particular empirical conclusion would

To clarify: what I call the ‘metaphysical’ objection to Ethical Evidence involves both a worry
about the metaphysics of ethical properties and about the content of ethical beliefs. This latter
worry is not strictly about ethical metaphysics, but the metaphysics of ethical properties and
the content of ethical beliefs are typically discussed together in the metaethical literature, so I
lump them together here.
4
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amount to a kind of wishful thinking; (iii) engaging in wishful thinking is always
epistemically impermissible; therefore (iv) one can never rely upon their valuejudgements (or the ethical propositions which are the content of these judgements) as
evidence for or against empirical conclusions.
However, although this kind of wishful-thinking objection to Ethical Evidence has been
very popular in the debate about the role of values in scientific inquiry (e.g., Geertz
1990:19, Haack 1993:42, Gross and Levitt 1994: 162, Douglas 2009:87, Brown 2013,
Elliott 2017:11), it does not hold up to scrutiny. Even if ethical beliefs have conative
content or are desire-like in some respect,5 this does not mean that relying upon ethical
beliefs as evidence for empirical conclusions would involve the same kind of
(epistemically impermissible) transition which is involved in stereotypical cases of
wishful thinking. In particular, those who endorse the wishful thinking objection seem to
have the following inference in mind as the archetypal example of using ethical
propositions to influence empirical beliefs:
Wishful Thinking:
It would be ethically/morally/politically good if P were the case.
Therefore, P is the case.
Although this inference does involve a kind of wishful thinking, there is no reason to think
that this, in itself, raises any serious problems for the general Ethical Evidence thesis. That
is, this thesis says only that ethical propositions can be relied upon as evidence for and
against empirical conclusion as long as they meet the standard criteria for counting as
evidence for or against these empirical conclusions according to our best general theories
of evidential support. However, since the mere fact that it would be good if P were the case
is not generally good evidence for the conclusion that P actually is the case according to
any plausible theory of evidential support, then the Wishful Thinking inference cannot be
representative of the kinds of inference which would be licensed by the truth of the
Ethical Evidence thesis.

See Bedke (2017) for an introduction and overview of the debate about the conative content of
ethical beliefs.
5
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So, the general metaphysical objection to the Ethical Evidence thesis is not best
understood in terms of a popular worry about wishful thinking. However, the above
discussion does motivate a better way of understanding the metaphysical objection. The
Ethical Evidence thesis says that ethical propositions can be legitimately relied upon as
evidence as long as they meet the standard criteria according to our best theories of
evidential support. However, the weirdness of ethical metaphysics might make it the case
that it is impossible for ethical propositions to meet these criteria.6 For instance, if ethical
propositions are not truth-conditional (e.g., according to metaethical emotivism), or if the
truth and falsity of ethical propositions does not co-vary at all with the truth and falsity
of propositions about the empirical world (e.g., according to an extreme form of
metaethical relativism or non-naturalism), then these propositions would simply not be
capable of standing in the evidential support relation to any empirical conclusion. In
other words, if one endorsed an extremely anti-realist metaethical theory (or perhaps an
extreme form of non-naturalism), then one might be able to argue that ethical
propositions cannot meet the standard criteria for counting as evidence for and against
empirical conclusions, and so they cannot be relied upon as evidence for believing or
rejecting these empirical conclusions.
However, this kind of metaethical position is way out of line with the standard and
widely-shared assumptions of the current metaethical debate. In particular, the following
four assumptions, which are accepted by practically all metaethicists working today, are
sufficient to entail that ethical propositions are the right sort of thing to count as evidence
for and against particular empirical conclusions:
1. Minimal Cognitivism: We have beliefs (or belief-like states) with ethical
propositions as content, and these propositions and beliefs are typically either
true or false (at least in some minimal sense).7
(E.g., it is true that Spencer cut the cake unfairly).

Technically, this objection would render the Ethical Evidence thesis trivially true rather than
false.
6

It is worth emphasising that even metaethical ‘non-cognitivists’ almost universally accept this
kind of minimal cognitivism and truth-aptness. See, e.g., Bedke (2017:297-8).
7
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2. Ethical Supervenience: The truth or falsity of any given (contingent) ethical
proposition systematically modally covaries with the truth or falsity of some
particular set of empirical propositions.8
(E.g., the truth of the proposition that Spencer cut the cake unfairly
systematically covaries with the truth of the proposition that Spencer cut the
cake unevenly.)
3. Justified Beliefs about Covariance Patterns: We have some justified beliefs about
the patterns of covariance between the ethical and the empirical.
(E.g., I am justified in believing that, all other things equal, if someone cutting
a cake for two people cuts it unevenly, then they cut it unfairly.)
4. Explanatory Connection: The covariance patterns between the ethical and
empirical are mediated by a (perhaps indirect) explanatory connection.
(E.g., Metaethical realists say that the fact that Spencer cut the cake unfairly is
(partly) grounded in the empirical fact that he cut the cake unevenly. Antirealists say something more complicated like, this ethical fact is grounded in
facts about our evaluative attitudes and dispositions, and these facts about our
minds are themselves systematically explanatorily connected to empirical
facts about the unevenness of the cake).9
How do these assumptions make it the case that ethical propositions meet the standard
criteria for counting as evidence in favour of empirical conclusions? First, let’s take the
standard probabilistic account of evidential support defended by Timothy Williamson
(2000), among many others. Very roughly, on this account, a proposition P is evidence for
a particular agent to believe another proposition Q just in case the probability of Q being
true conditional on P being true is greater than the unconditional probability of Q being
McPherson (2012:205) notes that ‘the supervenience of the ethical has been a rare locus of
near-consensus in metaethics’.
8

For explanatory connections in realist theories, see Rosen (2017). Anti-realist philosophers
are usually less explicit about the (indirect) explanatory connection between the empirical and
ethical facts in abstract discussion, but it is easy to extract a commitment to this assumption
from their specific theories. For example, on Gibbard’s (2003) influential expressivist
metaethical theory, the explanation for why a particular contingent ethical statement is true is
(roughly) that (i) a relevant bunch of empirical facts P are true and (ii) the agent (relative to
whom the ethical fact can be treated as a true) has the relevant set of ‘planning attitudes’. Even
though the explanatory connection is indirect, the truth of a particular empirical proposition P
can nevertheless feature as part of the explanation for why a particular ethical proposition E is
true.
9
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true. In other words, for an agent S, two propositions P and Q and a subjective probability
function Pr():
P is evidence for S to believe Q if and only if Pr(Q|P) > Pr(Q)
(adapted from Williamson 2000:187)
We can understand Pr(Q|P) as being determined either by the objective probability of Q’s
being true conditional on P’s being true (i.e., by the objective covariance patterns between
P’s truth and Q’s truth) or as being determined by the subjective probability of Q’s being
true conditional on P’s being true (i.e., by S’s justified beliefs about these covariance
patterns). It doesn’t matter for the purposes of the present discussion. The point is just
that on either of these options, the assumptions above ensure that ethical propositions
are metaphysically the right sort of thing to count as evidence in favour of empirical
conclusions. For instance, I may start out with a low confidence that a particular empirical
conclusion is true; e.g., I initially think it’s unlikely that Spencer will cut the cake unevenly.
But regardless of whether the relevant probabilities are being determined objectively or
relative to my justified beliefs, the conditional probability of Spencer having cut the cake
unevenly conditional on it being true that Spencer cut the cake unfairly is pretty high; so
if this latter ethical proposition became part of my total body of evidence, this evidence
would tell me to increase my confidence that Spencer cut the cake unevenly. And, more
generally, given that the truth of ethical propositions generally systematically covaries
with the truth of empirical propositions (assumption 2) and we plausibly often have
justified beliefs about this covariance (assumption 3), on the probabilistic account of
evidential support, it looks like ethical propositions will often be the right sort of thing to
count as evidence for and against empirical conclusions.
The other popular general account of evidential support is explanationism, according to
which one proposition is evidence for another proposition just in case there is (or
appears to be) the right kind of explanatory connection between these propositions (e.g.,
McCain 2013). In particular, explanationists generally argue that the following is a
sufficient condition for evidential support:
P is evidence for S to believe Q if Q’s being true is part of the Best Explanation (on
S’s total background evidence) for why P is true.
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(adapted from McCain 2013:302)10
The Best Explanation is the explanation which scores highest (and perhaps also high
enough) according to the explanatory virtues of simplicity, coherence, depth, etc (for an
overview, see Lipton 2003). Although there has historically been disagreement over
whether ethical propositions can ever feature in the Best Explanation of empirical truths
(e.g., Majors 2007), the contrary is uncontroversial. It should be clear (given assumption
4 above) that an empirical proposition can feature as part of the Best Explanation (on
one’s total background evidence) for why an ethical proposition is true; for example, the
fact that Spencer cut the cake unevenly can feature as part of the Best Explanation for why
it is true that Spencer cut the cake unfairly. Therefore, ethical propositions (as the
propositions whose truth needs to be explained) are often the right sort of thing,
metaphysically, to be evidence in favour of empirical conclusions (as the propositions
whose truth does the explaining).
To reiterate: as long as we accept these four assumptions about ethical metaphysics
(which are compatible with a wide array of metaethical theories, including reasonably
extreme forms of non-naturalism and anti-realism), then ethical propositions can meet
the standard criteria for counting as evidence for or against empirical conclusions.11 In
other words, even though the metaphysics of ethical properties (or the content of ethical
beliefs) may be quite different from the metaphysics of empirical properties (or the
content of empirical beliefs), these four assumptions entail that ethical propositions are
just not weird enough to be the wrong kind of things to count as evidence for empirical

On McCain’s account of evidential support, evidence is constituted by appearances rather than
propositions. As I discussed in fn.2, this does not substantively change the discussion in this
paper. Additionally, McCain thinks that the explanandum of this Best Explanation is not just why
P is true, but rather why P is possessed as evidence (i.e., why it seems to one as if P, or why one
has a justified belief that P, etc.). This does not matter for the current discussion: if an empirical
proposition can feature in the Best Explanation of why a particular ethical proposition is true,
then it is uncontroversial that this empirical proposition can also feature as part of the Best
Explanation of why it seems to someone as if that ethical proposition is true.
10

Basl and Coons (2017:162-7) argue for a similar conclusion from the opposite direction. That
is, while I argue from first principles (i.e., assumptions which are widely shared in the current
metaethical debate), they argue via elimination from existing categories of metaethical theories.
See also Brown (2020:89-100, 163-165), who argues that on any ‘modest’ cognitivist
metaethical theory, our beliefs about ethical propositions (or value-judgments more broadly)
will be the right sort of thing to play an evidential role in scientific inquiry.
11
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conclusions. And although it is beyond the scope of this paper to give any specific defence
of these assumptions, it should be clear that rejecting them would come at a heavy price.
The big-picture point at the present stage of the discussion is just that there is no reason
to think that this price is worth paying in order to reject the Ethical Evidence thesis.

2. Epistemology
However, even if ethical propositions can meet the standard criteria for counting as
evidence for or against specific empirical conclusions, there may be other reasons why
ethical propositions cannot be relied upon as one’s evidential basis for believing these
conclusions. In particular, Alex Barber (2013) and John Basl and Christian Coons (2017)
have recently argued that there are epistemological problems with relying upon ethical
propositions as evidence for or against empirical conclusions.
Barber, Basl and Coons do not set out to argue that the Ethical Evidence thesis is false.
Rather, they begin by assuming that ethical propositions cannot be relied upon as
evidence, in order to argue for more controversial conclusions about ethical
epistemology.12 They motivate this assumption (i.e., that Ethical Evidence is false) by
pointing to specific examples where it appears to be clear that inferring from an ethical
or normative premise to an empirical conclusion would be epistemically irrational, such
as the following:
Bed Bomb:

It is worth noting that Basl and Coons (and to some degree Barber) are only concerned with
the Ethical Evidence thesis insofar as it bears on the question, ‘why doesn’t moral reasoning
serve as a tool for learning about the physical world?’ (Basl and Coons 2017:161, emphasis
added). In other words, these authors are more concerned with why it is impermissible to go
about researching or investigating empirical reality by means of investigating ethical truths.
However, (i) their arguments against “moral science” still bear directly on the Ethical Evidence
thesis, so I focus on this aspect of their discussion in the present section; (ii) on a wider, more
social interpretation of what ‘investigation’ amounts to, it is plausible that seeking out reliable
testimony can be a means of investigation – and if so, then this section of the paper should also
be interpreted as arguing that we can investigate the empirical world by means of ethical
inquiry and investigation; and finally, (iii) although it is beyond the scope of this paper to defend
this stronger thesis, Brown (2020) argues that we can (and should) do scientific investigation
and inquiry which is epistemically influenced by our moral reasoning and imagination – which if
correct might also entail that a form of “moral science” is epistemically permissible. Thanks to a
reviewer for pressing me to say more about this.
12
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I ought to get out of bed.
I oughtn’t get out of bed if a weight-sensitive bomb is under my bed.
Therefore:
There is no weight-sensitive bomb under my bed.
(Adapted from Basl and Coons 2017:174).13
This inference is deductively valid, so it seems like the ethical/normative premise is the
right sort of thing to count as evidence for the empirical conclusion. So why can’t a
(typical) agent gain epistemic justification for believing the empirical conclusion by
means of inferring from the ethical premise? Barber (2013) and Basl and Coons (2017)
argue that this comes as a result of the distinctive epistemology of ethical propositions.14
The basic strategy here is to appeal to the extensive epistemological literature on the
failure of transmission of justification (e.g., Wright 2002, Tucker 2010, Moretti and Piazza
2013).15 This literature is concerned with the general class of deductive inferences where
the premises entail that the conclusion is true but making the inference does not grant an
agent any epistemic justification for believing the conclusion. For instance, the following
is often cited as an example of an inference where there is transmission-failure:
Zebra:

Barber (2013:634) and Basl and Coons (2017:161, 168) give several other examples of
ethical-empirical inferences which also appear to be epistemically irrational. The discussion
below does not specifically address all of these examples, and one might think that some of
them fail to transmit justification for reasons which are more complicated than those I discuss
here. This is probably true, but the basic point remains that even if ethical propositions can
generally be relied upon as empirical evidence, there would still be a wide range of cases where
inferring from an ethical proposition to an empirical conclusion fails to give an agent epistemic
justification for believing the conclusion, but the explanation for this has to do with (perhaps
quite complicated) general epistemological principles governing the transmission of
justification rather than anything to do with the ethical nature of the premises.
13

Barber (2013:637-9) also entertains the possibility that this inference fails to transmit
justification because some extreme form of metaethical anti-realism is true. However, Basl and
Coons (2017:162-7) convincingly argue that Barber’s discussion here is largely misguided.
14

Neither Barber nor Basl and Coons explicitly reference this extensive literature in their
discussion, although it is clear that this is precisely the epistemological problem with which they
are concerned. In what follows, I aim to clearly reconstruct the best version of their arguments,
rather than sticking to strict exegesis.
15
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This animal is a zebra.
If this animal is a zebra, then it is not a cleverly-disguised mule.
Therefore:
This animal is not a cleverly-disguised mule.
Most epistemologists think that making this inference would not (typically) give an agent
any new or additional justification for believing that the animal is not a cleverly-disguised
mule.16 There is some disagreement over the exact diagnosis of why justification is not
transmitted in this kind of inference, but the basic thought is that one’s epistemic
justification for believing that this animal is a zebra (usually) wholly depends on having
prior epistemic justification for believing that this animal looks like a zebra. However, this
proposition is no better evidence for the conclusion that this animal is a zebra than for
the conclusion that this animal is a mule cleverly disguised to look like a zebra,17 so even
though these two conclusions are inconsistent, one is not in any position to make an
inference from the truth of one of them (i.e., that this animal is a zebra) and thereby gain
justification for believing the falsity of the other (i.e., that this animal is not a cleverlydisguised mule).
Epistemologists have sought to extract a more general principle from this kind of
diagnosis of the case, which is standardly given along the following lines:
Failure:

If one’s antecedent epistemic justification for believing P is not (at
least partly) counterfactually independent of one’s antecedent
justification for believing Q, then one cannot infer from the premise

A prominent exception is Tucker (2010), who argues that one actually can gain (doxastic)
justification for believing that the animal is not a cleverly-disguised mule by believing this on
the basis of one’s belief that the animal is a zebra. More generally, it is worth stressing that even
those epistemologists who think that an agent cannot usually gain epistemic justification for
believing the conclusion by making this inference should think that there are certain special
cases where justification does transmit. In particular, if one received reliable testimony from a
zookeeper that this animal is a zebra, then it seems that one could infer from the fact that it is a
zebra and gain epistemic justification in the conclusion that it is not a cleverly-disguised mule.
16

At least, the proposition that this animal looks like a zebra is no better evidence for one
conclusion over the other once the sceptical possibility is raised (i.e., once it is relevant to
consider the possibility that the animal is a cleverly-disguised mule). See J. Brown (2016).
17
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P to the conclusion Q and thereby gain epistemic justification for
believing Q. (Moretti and Piazza 2013:2488)
For what it’s worth, this principle is probably too strong.18 However, it appears to be
exactly the kind of claim that Barber (2013:644-5) and Basl and Coons (2017:177-8) rely
upon in their argument, so I will assume that it is true in what follows. In any case, if the
discussion below succeeds in showing that inferences from ethical premises to empirical
conclusions can transmit justification while assuming an unnecessarily strong principle
for transmission-failure, then the argument will also go through on a weaker principle;
so there is no harm in assuming that Failure is correct for the purpose of the present
argument.
Returning to the specific example above, the point is that making the inference from the
ethical premise that I ought to get out of bed to the conclusion that there is no weightsensitive bomb under my bed fails to transmit justification for the reason described by
Failure. That is, one’s antecedent justification for believing that they ought to get out of
bed (normally) wholly counterfactually depends on their antecedent justification for
believing that there is no weight-sensitive bomb under their bed. Therefore, according to
the Failure principle, inferring from this ethical premise cannot give an agent any new or
additional epistemic justification for believing the conclusion.
This does appear to give a broadly correct diagnosis of what goes wrong in the specific
inference above. But this is not obviously a big deal: if ethical propositions can generally
be relied upon as evidence for and against empirical conclusions, then it would not be
surprising that there are some possible inferences from ethical premises to empirical
conclusions which fail to transmit justification, for general epistemological reasons
rather than reasons related to the fact that the premise happens to be an ethical
proposition.
However, Barber and Basl and Coons want to say something much stronger here. They
want to generalise from this specific example to the general class of all (putatively sound)
Moretti and Piazza (2013) give a sophisticated counterexample to this principle involving
probabilistic outcomes. However, a more obvious problem is that this principle appears to
entail the highly counterintuitive result that, whenever one infers from P to Q and then from Q
to R, this second inference always fails to transmit justification because one’s (propositional)
epistemic justification for believing both Q and R wholly depend on one’s antecedent
justification for believing P. See Tucker (2010:512-4) for further discussion.
18
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deductive and inductive inferences which feature an ethical proposition as a premise and
an empirical proposition as the conclusion.19 The idea is to say that one’s epistemic
justification for believing any ethical proposition wholly counterfactually depends on
their antecedent justification for believing all of the empirical conclusions in favour of
which this ethical proposition would be good evidence; so that if any agent ever tried to
infer from an ethical proposition to an empirical conclusion for which the former is
apparently good evidence, one could never gain justification for believing the latter. That
was a bit of a mouthful, but to put it simply: ethical propositions can (nominally, at least)
count as good evidence for empirical propositions, but because justified beliefs about
ethical propositions are always epistemically mediated by justified beliefs about
empirical propositions, one can never make a good inference from an ethical premise and
thereby gain justification for believing an empirical conclusion (Barber 2013:645-9, Basl
and Coons 2017:179-80).
It is certainly plausible that there is a general class of cases where one can only gain
justification for believing an ethical proposition by means of relying on their prior
justification for empirical beliefs about the facts which would ground the truth of this
ethical proposition. For instance, Basl and Coons (2017:179) argue that cases of direct
ethical knowledge gained via exercising one’s capacity for moral perception plausibly
require that one’s access to contingent ethical facts be mediated by perceptual access to
the empirical facts which ground these facts.20 For instance, in the case described in my
anecdote at the beginning of this paper, when Emily forms a justified ethical belief about
whether Spencer cut the cake fairly, her justification for believing that the cake is cut
unfairly wholly counterfactually depends on her antecedently-justified perceptual belief
that the cake was cut unevenly (combined with a bridge-assumption linking unevenness
Or, at least, for most cases. For instance, Basl and Coons (2017:180-4) argue that there is a
different reason why inferences from ethical premises to empirical conclusions fail to transmit
justification when these ethical and empirical propositions purport to describe necessary truths
or law-like statements. We can put this class of inferences aside for the purpose of the present
discussion.
19

I follow Basl and Coons in using the phrase, ‘moral perception’, slightly out of line with the
general philosophical literature here. Strictly speaking, what I have said above amounts to the
rejection of the thesis that we gain ethical knowledge through a distinctively moral perception,
and instead, this kind of direct ethical knowledge comes via making an inference from one’s
justified empirical beliefs. This position it not uncontroversial; see Werner (2020) for a recent
overview of the debate around moral perception.
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and unfairness in this context). Therefore, although the fact that the cake was cut unfairly
is objective evidence that the cake was cut unevenly, Emily herself could not use this
evidence to increase her justification for believing that the cake was cut unevenly.
However, it is plausible that there is another general class of cases where one’s ethical
beliefs can be justified broadly independently of one’s beliefs about the empirical
propositions for which these ethical propositions would be evidence. That is, it is
plausible that many our ethical beliefs are justified by means of reliable testimony. This
can either be direct testimony from particular individuals (as when Emily told me that
Spencer cut the cake unfairly) or a more diffuse kind of social testimony (as when we come
to know that actual patterns of racial inequality are unjust). In these cases, the justification
of one’s ethical belief does not (wholly) counterfactually depend on their antecedent
justification for believing, for instance, the empirical proposition(s) whose truth would
ground the truth of the relevant ethical proposition. Therefore, the Failure principle does
not rule out that one could infer from a testimonially-justified belief in an ethical
proposition to the conclusion that a particular empirical proposition is true, and thereby
gain justification for believing this empirical conclusion.21 In other words, when our
ethical beliefs are justified (at least partly) via reliable testimony, justification can be
transmitted from ethical premises to empirical conclusions, and this is plausibly exactly
At this stage, it is instructive to consider the following objection. If one accepts a strong form
of reductionism about testimonial justification, then one thinks (roughly) that one can gain
epistemic justification for a testimonial belief that X only if they make a quasi-inference from the
fact that such-and-such said X (Lackey 2006:160-3). So, it seems that if one gained a belief in an
ethical proposition via testimony, one’s epistemic justification for believing this proposition
would wholly depend on one’s prior epistemic justification for believing an empirical
proposition about the testifier’s assertion. So, if one embraces this controversial reductionist
view about testimonial justification, then one’s justification for believing ethical propositions
will still depend on one’s justification for believing some empirical proposition. Is this a problem
for my argument? No. First, it is not clear that, just because one’s justification for believing a
particular ethical proposition E depends on one’s prior justification for believing the particular
empirical proposition that S testified that E, one is therefore not in a position to use E as
evidence for a different empirical conclusion (i.e., one for which the fact that S testified that E
would not be good evidence anyway).
Second, and more importantly, even if this objection showed that ethical propositions learned
via testimony are not sufficiently independently justified in order to be relied upon as evidence,
the argument would also extend much further. That is, this objection would show that one can
never use any proposition P which one learns via testimony as evidence, since its evidential
relevance is always ‘screened off’ by the dependence on one’s prior justification for believing
that so-and-so asserted that P. Even if one were to embrace this implausible conclusion, the
comparative conclusion would still remain that there is no relevant difference between the
evidential role played by ethical propositions and non-ethical propositions which are learned
via testimony (c.f., n.2 above).
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what happened when I made the (successful) inference from the premise that Spencer cut
the cake unfairly to the conclusion that Spencer cut the cake unevenly.
Barber (2013:644-5) and Basl and Coons (2017:178-9) do recognise the possibility that,
if one could get reliable testimony about contingent ethical facts, then one could use these
ethical facts as evidence for and against empirical conclusions. However, they don’t make
a big deal about this. On the one hand, Barber appears to suggest that reliable testimony
about ethical facts can only come from supernatural beings like an infallible oracle or God
(Barber 2013:645). This point is exaggerated. It is highly plausible that there are many
cases of reliable ethical testimony from fallible sources; for instance, Emily’s testimony
that Spencer cut the cake unfairly is a clear example. Nevertheless, some philosophers
have thought that there are distinctive problems about relying on ethical testimony (e.g.,
Hills 2009, Crisp 2014, Mogensen 2017; though for optimism about ethical testimony,
see, e.g., Sliwa 2012, Groll and Decker 2014, Wiland 2021). For instance, there appears to
be something odd with simply accepting someone’s testimony that eating meat is morally
wrong, and therefore becoming a vegetarian. If these ethical testimony pessimists are
right, then it might appear that reliable testimony is not a valid source of epistemic
justification for believing ethical propositions.
However, even if there is something problematic about accepting ethical testimony,
ethical testimony pessimists generally argue that these are practical problems rather
than epistemological ones. That is, there is broad consensus that even if there are
problems with relying upon ethical testimony in practical reasoning or action (e.g., due
to a lack of autonomy or acting without moral understanding), agents can still readily gain
epistemically justified ethical beliefs – and even ethical knowledge – via testimony (Hills
2013:553-4, McShane 2021, Wiland 2021:28-47). Therefore, even if it would be wrong or
improper to act upon ethical beliefs which one gained via reliable testimony, there is no
reason to think that these beliefs would lack the epistemic justification necessary for
possessing the contents as evidence.22
One way to see this is to consider the case of a testimonially justified ethical belief being used
as evidence for other ethical propositions. For instance, suppose someone tells me that it’s
wrong to eat meat, and I accept this testimony, thereby forming the relevant ethical belief in this
proposition. Since I already (independently) know some relevant empirical propositions (e.g.,
the meat-production industry causes animals a lot of pain), I can plausibly use the ethical
proposition which I have just learned to (justifiably) infer the ethical conclusion that this pain
morally outweighs the pleasure that humans get from eating meat. In other words, when I learn
22
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On the other hand, Basl and Coons (2017:178-9) suggest that it matters in cases of ethical
testimony that, even though the recipient of reliable testimony need not have antecedent
justification for believing the relevant empirical propositions, the testifier (or the original
testifier in a long chain of testifiers) must have had antecedent justification for believing
these empirical propositions. The idea appears to be that, as long as there is epistemic
dependence on antecedently justified empirical beliefs somewhere in the testimonial
chain, then no recipient of this testimony can rationally rely on the ethical proposition as
evidence that these empirical propositions are true.
However, it is unclear why this kind of indirect dependence on someone else’s justification
for believing empirical conclusions should prevent one from rationally relying upon the
ethical propositions which they justifiably believe as evidence for these empirical
conclusions. For example, this clearly did not make a difference to my epistemic situation
when I received reliable testimony from Emily that Spencer cut the cake unfairly; even
though she could not use this ethical proposition as evidence to gain justification for
believing that Spencer cut the cake unevenly, upon receiving her reliable testimony, I
myself was clearly in a position to use this ethical proposition as evidence.
Perhaps the objection here is more subtle, and is concerned not so much with individuals
using ethical propositions as evidence for particular empirical conclusions, but rather
with the use of ethical propositions as evidence collectively. For instance, if ethical
propositions could legitimately count as evidence for empirical conclusions, then a
radical implication might be that the scientific community should change its practice such
that our best scientific theories should be weighed against our justified ethical beliefs. But
this would require more than the simple condition that some individual’s ethical belief be
justified independently of their relevant empirical beliefs; in particular, it would require
that the relevant ethical belief of the scientific community (taken as a whole) be justified
independently of the relevant empirical beliefs of the community (taken as a whole).
However, if the ethical beliefs of some of the testifiers in the relevant testimonial chain
depend for their justification on prior justification for believing the relevant empirical

an ethical proposition via testimony, I am plausibly in a position to use this ethical proposition
as evidence for other ethical conclusions, in order to gain ethical understanding (c.f., Wiland
2021:56-7). Likewise, when I learn an ethical proposition via testimony and I know the relevant
ethical bridge-principles but not the relevant empirical facts, I can plausibly legitimately use this
ethical proposition as evidence in favour of the relevant empirical conclusions.
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conclusions, then it may well be the case that the relevant ethical belief of the scientific
community depends for its justification on antecedently-justified collective empirical
beliefs. Therefore, the scientific community could not collectively rely on this ethical
proposition as evidence for that empirical conclusion, even if some individuals in this
community could individually do so.
This is an interesting argument, and although it does not show that ethical propositions
cannot in general be relied upon as evidence for empirical conclusions, it does take the
sting out of this conclusion. Effectively, this line of argument seeks to show that, even if it
is true that ethical propositions can count as empirical evidence, this conclusion may not
make any difference to our practice of scientific inquiry. Although this objection does not
pose a direct challenge to the Ethical Evidence thesis, it is worth briefly mentioning two
plausible strategies for responding to it.
First, it is worth emphasising that many individuals have been, and continue to be,
systematically excluded from the scientific community. Moreover, it is specifically these
marginalised individuals who are likely to occupy the right kind of epistemic standpoint
to have justified beliefs about many ethical propositions;23 for instance, women have
historically been both excluded from the (social) scientific community and have also been
in distinctive position to gain the justified ethical belief that, e.g., divorce is not inherently
morally bad (c.f., Anderson 2004:12). Therefore, if any of these marginalised individuals
passed on their justified ethical belief to members of the scientific community through
reliable testimony, then (because of this person’s exclusion from this epistemic group)
the scientific community’s justification for (collectively) believing this ethical proposition
would not wholly depend on their antecedent justification for (collectively) believing the
empirical propositions for which this ethical proposition would be evidence.
Second, in the background of Basl and Coons’s argument is a picture of ethical testimony
as a chain of individuals, the first of whom forms an ethical belief (e.g., via ‘moral
perception’) and whose epistemic justification for holding this ethical belief wholly

For a recent overview of the philosophical literature on standpoint epistemology, see Toole
(2021). Standpoint theorists tend not to explicitly state that some of the truths which can be
known from an marginalised standpoint have ethical content. However, this follows readily
from some other claims of standpoint epistemology, in particular, that oppressed people are in a
better position to understand the features of their oppression (which plausibly includes the
normative features of this oppression).
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counterfactually depends on their antecedent justification for holding a number of
empirical beliefs; then this justified ethical belief is passed from testifier to testifier right
down the linear chain. However, although this simple picture is useful for some kinds of
analysis of how testimonial justification works, the reality is much more complicated. Just
like the social epistemology of scientific knowledge, the social epistemology of ethics is
often extremely diffuse and decentralised (Anderson 2016). Take, for instance, my
(justified) belief that actual persistent patterns of income and wealth inequality in highly
developed countries are unjust (for instance, that the contingent, actual state of affairs
where Black communities in the USA are generally poorer and have less social mobility
than White communities is unjust). This belief was justified through diffuse testimony
from my ethical community; that is, I do not have (or at least, do not need to have)
independently justified beliefs about the empirical propositions whose truth would
potentially ground the truth of this ethical proposition. Instead, this belief comes from a
number of testimonial sources, as a result of being embedded in a particular social
position and being influenced by a number of individuals who share this belief (but whose
beliefs themselves were also justified through a similar diffuse testimonial process). At
no level of this process is there an individual who has independently-justified beliefs
about all of the relevant empirical propositions, and infers that actual inequality is unjust.
Instead, there is diffuse, feedback-looping testimonial input all the way down.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to say anything distinctive or insightful about how
this diffuse process of ethical social epistemology works, or what the original sources of
epistemic justification in this process are. The big-picture point for now is just that, when
the collective production of ethical knowledge in our communities systematically tracks
the (contingent) ethical features of reality through a diffuse and decentralised social
epistemological process, it is not plausible that the justification of this community’s
ethical beliefs wholly counterfactually depends on their collective antecedent
justification for believing the empirical propositions whose truth would ground the truth
of the relevant ethical propositions.24
It is worth adding to this that, as a sociological fact, the production of ethical knowledge often
operates largely independently of the production of empirical knowledge by the scientific
community. For instance, Anderson (2016) documents how the ethical knowledge that the
actual, historical practice of slavery was morally impermissible was generated primarily by
people under risk of being enslaved themselves, while the European scientific and intellectual
community continued to believe both that slavery was permissible and that Black slaves were
24
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To sum up: if it were impossible to gain epistemic justification for believing ethical
propositions which is (at least partly) counterfactually independent of our antecedent
justification for believing the empirical propositions for which these ethical propositions
count as evidence, then we could not rationally rely upon these ethical propositions as
our evidential basis for believing these empirical conclusions. However, it is plausible
that we can gain epistemic justification for believing at least some ethical propositions by
means of reliable testimony, and if so, then these ethical beliefs can be sufficiently
independently justified to provide an appropriate evidential basis for believing particular
empirical conclusions. Some philosophers have raised worries about the possibility of
gaining epistemic justification by means of ethical testimony, either for individuals or for
epistemic groups or communities. However, there is good reason to think that (i) any
problems with ethical testimony for individuals are practical rather than epistemic in
nature, and (ii) there are several ways in which groups can gain epistemic justification
for ethical beliefs by means of reliable testimony (either because some testifiers are
excluded from these groups or because of the diffuse nature of the testimony in question).
In sum, the default position should be that we sometimes have the right kind of epistemic
justification for believing ethical propositions in order to rationally rely upon these
propositions as evidence for particular empirical conclusions.

3. Examples
At this stage of the paper, I take myself to have shown that the Ethical Evidence thesis
follows from standard assumptions about ethical metaphysics and epistemology. This
result can be seen as a strong consideration in favour of the Ethical Evidence thesis, but
it can also be seen as a reductio ad absurdum of at least one of these standard
assumptions. That is, if we had independent reason to think that it is always epistemically
impermissible to rely on an ethical proposition as evidence in favour of an empirical
conclusion – if, for instance, all of the examples of ethical-empirical inferences which we

intellectually and emotionally inferior to free Whites. When attitudes to the moral permissibility
of slavery changed widely in the 19th century, this change was prompted by engagement with
the lived experience of the oppressed and not by revised scientific beliefs about racial
intellectual equality amongst European scientists.
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can think of involve an intuitively epistemically impermissible transition – then we
should reject one or more of the assumptions which collectively entail Ethical Evidence.
As I briefly mentioned at the beginning of §2, something like this reductio ad absurdum
argument is the strategy pursued by Barber (2013) and Basl and Coons (2017), who
argue on the basis of the apparent epistemic impermissibility of particular deductive
inferences from ethical premises to empirical conclusions (like Bed Bomb, above), for the
conclusion that we need to either accept an (implausibly) extreme anti-realist
metaethical theory (Barber 2013:637-9) or embrace an extreme picture of ethical
epistemology according to which one cannot gain epistemic justification for believing an
ethical proposition without having prior justification for believing all of the empirical
propositions for which this ethical proposition would count as evidence (Barber
2013:645-51; Basl and Coons 2017:174-80).
I argued in the last section that the epistemic impermissibility of inferences like Bed Bomb
can be explained using general epistemological resources, and in particular, the resources
from the large epistemological literature on the failure of justification-transmission. So,
there is no reason to think that the epistemic impermissibility of making these inferences
comes as a result of the mere fact that an ethical proposition is being used as evidence for
an empirical conclusion. However, this is not sufficient to refute the reductio ad absurdum
argument unless we can also find plausible examples where it is epistemically
permissible (and even epistemically virtuous) to use an ethical proposition as evidence
for or against an empirical conclusion, in exactly the way that the Ethical Evidence thesis
would predict. This section of the paper aims to outline several such examples, both for
the case of an individual believer and also for the case of collaborative social scientific
practice.
It is actually quite easy to find epistemically permissible ethical-empirical inferences for
individual believers. I outlined one such example at the very beginning of this paper,
when I described how I inferred from the ethical proposition that a piece of cake was cut
unfairly (which I learned via reliable testimony), and came to have a justified true belief
in the empirical conclusion that the cake was cut unevenly. This example can be abstracted
into the following general schema:
Unfair to Unequal
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X is unfair (in some respect).
Therefore: X is (probably) unequal (in some respect).
This inference is not deductive (although it could be made into a deductive inference by
adding as a second premise the assumption that if X is unfair in some respect, then X is
unequal in some respect). However, a deductive inference is not necessary here; it is
enough that the premise is good but fallible evidence for the conclusion. That is, with the
appropriate background evidence, it is very probable that it is true that X is unequal,
conditional on it being true that X is unfair. Likewise, with the appropriate background
evidence, the fact that X is unequal will be part of the Best Explanation for why X is unfair.
So, according to either of our best theories of evidential support (i.e., probabilism and
explanationism; see §1), the ethical proposition that X is unfair can be good (fallible)
evidence for the empirical conclusion that X is unequal or uneven. Moreover, it is
plausible that one can gain epistemic justification for believing that X is unfair which does
not wholly counterfactually depend on one’s prior epistemic justification for believing
that X is unequal (in particular, when one comes to justifiably believe that X is unfair by
means of reliable testimony). Finally, and most importantly, even if we put aside all of the
theoretical justifications for the epistemic permissibility of this kind of inference, it
should just be intuitively clear that this inference can often be the right kind to give one
epistemic justification for believing the conclusion. Unfair to Unequal gives a general
schema where it is extremely plausible that ethical propositions can be legitimately used
as evidence for empirical conclusions.
There are many other plausible examples. For instance, consider a child who is taught in
school that littering is morally wrong, and infers from this ethical proposition to an
empirical conclusion about the wrong-making features of littering (e.g., that it harms
animals). This suggests the following general inference-schema:
Wrong to Wrong-Making
X is morally wrong.
Therefore, X (probably) has property Y (where Y is an empirical property which
would partly explain why X is morally wrong).
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Likewise, consider any case where one learns that a person is virtuous or vicious in a
particular respect, and uses this piece of information to predict how this person will act.
For instance, suppose I learn from a trusted and reliable news source that a particular
politician is especially virtuous. I can justifiably infer from this ethical proposition to the
conclusion that this politician is likely or unlikely to perform particular actions, e.g., take
bribes. So, we also have the following inference-schema:
Virtue to Action
S is virtuous (in some respect).
Therefore, S is likely to act in ways which are consistent with this virtuous
disposition.
These schemas are by no means exhaustive of all of the possible permissible inferences
from an ethical premise to an empirical conclusion, but they should give a flavour of what
these inferences should generally look like (as well as showing how they clearly do not
involve any form of wishful thinking). For what it’s worth, I think that it should not be
very surprising that inferences like these ones are epistemically permissible. In fact, I
think that we already make inferences like these ones so routinely that we do not even
notice that we are doing it. In sum, given the plausibility of these examples of permissibly
using ethical propositions as evidence for empirical conclusions, it should be clear that
there are no grounds for turning the argument of the first part of this paper into a reductio
ad absurdum of the standard metaethical assumptions which entail the Ethical Evidence
thesis.
Although considering the case of an individual believer is sufficient for defusing the
reductio ad absurdum, it is also worth outlining some examples where it is plausible that
scientists (or the scientific community) can collectively rely upon their ethical evidence.
That is, on the one hand, the potential significance of the Ethical Evidence thesis for how
we should do scientific inquiry is probably the most interesting upshot of the present
discussion, so it is worth exploring it in more detail. On the other hand, it might seem that
it is in the specific case of scientific research that it is least plausible that ethical
propositions can legitimately be relied upon as evidence for and against empirical
conclusions, so some phantom of the reductio might still remain.
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I do not mean to suggest that ethical propositions can be used as strong evidence for or
against hypotheses in the fundamental or physical sciences. The main reason why this
would be impossible is just that we are not sensitive enough to the patterns of
supervenience or covariance of the truth of particular ethical propositions with the truth
of propositions about fundamental physics or chemistry. However, it is far more plausible
that ethical propositions can sometimes be relied upon as evidence in the social sciences,
since we are often in a position to know (or at least justifiably believe) that the truth of
particular ethical propositions systematically covaries with the truth of various
propositions which feature in social scientific theories, so that learning that one of these
ethical propositions is true will often make it more or less probable on our total evidence
that one of these social scientific theories is true or false.
Nevertheless, it still does not appear entirely obvious that social scientists can use ethical
propositions which they justifiably believe as evidence, at least, not in the same way as
individuals could use these propositions as evidence in the examples above. For instance,
consider a participant at a social scientific conference who, in the Q&A session on a
colleague’s paper on theory X, points out that even though there is robust statistical
evidence in favour of theory X, the truth of this theory would be inconsistent with an
ethical proposition which they take themselves to justifiably believe and therefore the
theory must be false. Likewise, consider a Principal Investigator on a project who
instructs their team not to bother investigating whether or not a particular phenomenon
is actually occurring, since the ethical propositions which this PI justifiably believes
already strongly indicate that it must be the case. It seems that the conference participant
and the PI would each be doing bad science here. The better way for the conference
participant to proceed would be to argue that there is some way in which the apparentlyrobust statistical evidence does not actually favour theory X after all. Likewise, the better
way for the PI to proceed would be to instruct their team to find robust empirical
evidence about whether this phenomenon occurs, regardless of whether or not this
coheres with their ethical beliefs. So, it looks like ethical propositions cannot be
legitimately used as evidence in social science after all. Moreover, we might be worried
that this points towards a deeper problem with the Ethical Evidence thesis.
I have three responses to this worry. The first is the simple point that bad science need
not be bad epistemology. That is, the norms of collaborative scientific inquiry sometimes
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place constraints on what kinds of evidence are correct or acceptable for scientists to rely
upon in particular contexts.25 For instance, in most social scientific contexts, one should
support their hypotheses (or challenge colleagues’ hypotheses) by citing statistical data,
case studies, formal models, and other stereotypical kinds of social scientific evidence.
And conversely, it is often incorrect for scientists (qua scientists) to rely on evidence
which is not public in the relevant sense, or at least evidence which is controversial within
the scientific community. Ethical propositions will rarely fit the pattern of one of these
stereotypical sources of social scientific evidence, and the truth of particular ethical
propositions will often be controversial within the scientific community. Therefore, the
norms of collaborative scientific inquiry will sometimes prevent scientists from correctly
using ethical propositions which they justifiably believe as evidence, but this does not
mean that it would be epistemically impermissible to use these ethical propositions as
evidence in this context.
The second response is to point out that, even if there are some contexts of social
scientific research where it is intuitively impermissible to rely upon ethical propositions
as evidence which directly confirms or disconfirms a particular hypothesis (as in the
examples above), there are many other contexts in which it is plausible that ethical
propositions can legitimately play a less direct evidential role. That is, as well as playing
the obvious role of directly confirming hypotheses, propositions which count as scientific
evidence can also play a host of other indirect evidential roles, including directing
research (e.g., by framing research questions), determining which results are
controversial (and what strength of evidence is required before a hypothesis is accepted
or rejected), determining how data should be collected and analysed (e.g., by indicating
where we should look for relevant data, and which controls to impose on data analysis),
and deciding when and where to end an analysis. Elizabeth Anderson (2004:12-18) gives
a detailed case study of how value-judgements (i.e., ethical beliefs) have legitimately
played all of these roles in feminist research on divorce by Abigail Stewart, Anne
Copeland, Nia Lane Chester, Janet Malley and Nicole Barenbaum (Stewart et al. 1997). In
particular, the idea is that starting from the justified belief in the ethical proposition that
divorce is not inherently morally bad, feminist social scientists can direct their study

And these norms of scientific inquiry might be pragmatically justified, e.g., by the role of
science in a democracy (Bright 2018).
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toward finding out the truth about the social effects of divorce (e.g., that the unhappiness
of divorcees is often caused by the factors which led a divorce rather than the divorce
itself, and that there are also some positive personal and social effects from divorce). So,
it looks like ethical propositions can legitimately influence social scientific inquiry in just
the way we would expect if they were playing a wide array of indirect evidential roles
(see also, Clough 2003, 2011, Goldenberg 2015).
Finally, the third response is to outline a general kind of case where it is plausible that
social scientists can rely upon ethical propositions which they justifiably believe as direct
evidence for or against a social scientific hypothesis. The point is that, even if ethical
evidence does not count for much in the face of more typical sources of social scientific
evidence (e.g., statistical data), ethical evidence can nevertheless play a direct evidential
role when these other sources of evidence run out (or alternatively, in the interpretation
of these other kinds of evidence). The general kind of case I have in mind involves
inferring (or refraining from inferring) causation from statistical correlation. Ethical
propositions can play a direct evidential role here by counting in favour or against a
causal hypothesis, when other sources of evidence run out. The specific example which I
discuss below is artificially simplified in important respects, but it should do fine for the
purpose of illustration.
In sociology, Culture of Poverty hypotheses are periodically put forward as potential
explanations of why particular communities become and remain impoverished.26 The
basic idea here is that poor communities become and remain poor because they have bad
habits and patterns of behaviour. Put quite crudely, a simple Culture of Poverty
The Culture of Poverty hypothesis is usually taken to have been first developed by Oscar
Lewis (1959). It is not entirely clear whether Lewis and other early exponents used the
theoretical term, ‘culture’, to refer to a broad social structural phenomenon, or to individual
members of a community’s habits and values (Steinberg 2011). The latter became the standard
understanding of the hypothesis, especially after the publication of the notorious Moynihan
Report (1965), which argued that one important reason why African-American communities
remained poor was the fact that their ‘family values’ differed from those of White Americans, in
such a way that prevented African-Americans from escaping poverty. This met with immediate
criticism and controversy but shaped popular discourse about the ‘culture of poverty’ with longlasting effects. The theory re-emerged in the 1980’s under the term, ‘underclass’ (Auletta 1982),
and it has recently sprung up again (e.g., Small et al., 2010); though in a much more nuanced
form than I do justice to in the following discussion. Additionally, individualistic versions of the
Culture of Poverty hypothesis appear to remain prevalent in certain circles of popular rightwing discourse, especially in the USA – often with clearly racist undertones.
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hypothesis says something like: actual minority ethnic communities have a
disproportionate tendency to become and remain poor because members of these
communities are disproportionately likely not to work hard, to have a culture of
depending on welfare payments, to spend money on luxuries rather than investing, and
so on. There are also more sophisticated versions of the Culture of Poverty hypothesis,
which are not quite as individualistic as this crude version. In order to keep things simple,
however, I focus on the crude version below.
Although there may be other reasons to think that the simplistic version of the Culture of
Poverty hypothesis is false, it turns out that it is not entirely straightforward to refute
empirically.27 That is, there may be robust statistical data which suggest that many
members of poor communities do have different attitudes towards work and patterns of
spending behaviour from members of relatively wealthy communities. The challenge is
to evaluate whether these patterns of behaviour are the cause of poverty (and the Culture
of Poverty theory is true) or merely its symptom (and there is a more structural, less
individualistic, explanation for why certain communities become and remain poor).
As I outline below, one good reason to conclude that the Culture of Poverty hypothesis is
false is that this kind of individualistic explanation of poverty is in tension with an ethical
proposition which we justifiably believe, namely, that particular actual patterns of wealth
inequality in highly developed countries are unjust. However, I first want to stress that this
does not mean that it would be impossible to find straightforward empirical evidence
against the Culture of Poverty hypothesis (although this might take up a lot of work and
resources). What the ethical evidence offers us is not necessarily better evidence against
the sociological hypothesis, but rather evidence which we happen to already possess. In
other words, when the typical sources of social scientific evidence run out, we still
possess some other resources for deciding between different hypotheses, and these

This is probably an exaggeration. However, the relevant point is just that even if our current
sociological evidence could not definitively reject the Culture of Poverty hypothesis, it would
still be plausible that we could use our justified belief in an ethical proposition as further
evidence against this hypothesis.
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resources include the ethical propositions which we justifiably believe and therefore
possess as good evidence for empirical conclusions.28
At the risk of belabouring this example, here are the two relevant propositions, namely, a
statement of a simple version of the Culture of Poverty hypothesis (CoP) and a particular
version of the ethical statement that particular patterns of inequality are unjust (E):
CoP:

Poor communities typically become/remain poor because individual
members of these communities are disproportionately likely to have a poor
work ethic, unwise spending habits, a culture of welfare-dependence, etc.

E:

The actual, contingent state of affairs where some (majority) non-White
communities in the USA are persistently poorer and have less social
mobility than (majority) White communities, is unjust.

Let’s assume that we, as scientists, have some epistemic justification for believing CoP,
for instance, that there is a documented empirical correlation between persistent poverty
and these individual character traits. We also (as a matter of fact) have clear justification
for believing E, through an obscure but reliable process of diffuse testimony within our
ethical community, which plausibly partially originates in the lived experience of those
who have experienced this unjust poverty. It should be clear that there is at least some
tension between these two propositions. As I spell out below, taking CoP to be true should
lead us to lower our confidence that E is true, and taking E to be true should lead us to
correspondingly lower our confidence in CoP.
The first thing to note is that CoP and E are not strictly speaking inconsistent; it might be
possible for the actual racial inequality in the USA (and elsewhere) to be unjust even
though poverty is generally caused and sustained by individual character traits. However,
upon making some plausible background assumptions about the connection between
injustice, responsibility and motivation, CoP and E do become mutually inconsistent. In
particular:

Another way of making this point is in terms of a Quinean ‘web of belief’, where the total body
of possessed evidence against which we epistemically evaluate our total body of theories
includes our justified ethical beliefs (see especially White 1981, Nelson 1990, Solomon 2012).
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BE:

If actual racial inequality is unjust, then the best explanation currently
available to us for why this is the case includes (or entails) the fact that
members of some poor communities are not responsible for their own
persistent poverty.

R:

If CoP gave a true description of how a particular community
became/remains poor, then individual members of this community would
be (at least partly) responsible for their own persistent poverty.

In other words, if E and BE are true, then we have justification for believing that members
of some actual poor communities are not responsible for their own poverty. If CoP and R
are true, then we have justification for believing that individual members of these
communities are responsible for their own poverty. We have a contradiction here, so we
must reject at least one of the propositions E, CoP, BE or R. Or, more realistically, we must
decrease our degree of confidence in one or more of these propositions.
Although BE and R could certainly be challenged (and such challenges deserve to be taken
seriously), I hope that my reader sees why they are at least prima facie plausible. BE says
that the most plausible explanation for why actual inequality is unjust involves the claim
that the structural features which cause poverty are out of the control of those who are
poor. R points out that we can understand simple versions of the Culture of Poverty
hypotheses as implying that an individual’s persistent poverty is their own fault. For the
purpose of the present discussion, therefore, I will take these two assumptions for
granted.
The point is that, insofar as we (collectively, as scientists) are confident that E and CoP
are mutually inconsistent, we should (collectively) correspondingly decrease our
confidence that one or the other of these propositions is true. Which belief should we
keep and which should we revise? I do not want to suggest that there is necessarily only
one rational answer here. Rather, I am suggesting that it can sometimes be rational to
decrease our confidence in CoP rather than decreasing our confidence in E. In other
words, it would not be epistemically irrational to rely upon our justified belief in E in
order to reject (or decrease our degree of confidence in) CoP. Not only is this ethical
proposition the right sort of thing metaphysically to count as evidence against CoP (§1),
but our collective epistemic justification for believing this proposition is also at least
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partly independent of our antecedent justification for believing the relevant empirical
propositions (because this ethical belief is formed via a diffuse testimonial process), so E
is also epistemically the right sort of thing to be used as evidence against CoP in this
particular context (§2). Therefore, it can be rational for us to use the ethical proposition
that actual patterns of inequality are unjust as evidence against a social scientific
hypothesis which posits an individualistic explanation of persistent poverty (and
conversely, as evidence in favour of a structural explanation of this poverty).

4. Conclusion
In the philosophical debate about the role of value-judgements in scientific inquiry, it is a
dogma that ethical propositions cannot play a straightforward evidential role in scientific
research. Genealogically, this dogma is probably rooted in the extreme forms of
metaethical non-cognitivism which were popular amongst analytic philosophers in the
mid- to late-20th century (c.f., Brown 2020:101-103). These metaethical theories are now
rightly seen to be highly implausible, and in the last 20 years we have seen a move
towards realism in the metaethical debate (or, at least, towards accommodating realist
intuitions about ethical thought and talk). As a result (as I argued in §1), there are no
grounds for thinking that the metaphysical weirdness of ethical propositions prevents
them from counting as evidence for or against empirical conclusions. Moreover (as I
argued in §2), when we think about ethical epistemology as a form of social epistemology,
where many of our ethical beliefs are justified at least partly via testimony, then these
beliefs will often be sufficiently independently justified for us to be in a position to
rationally rely upon the contents of these beliefs as evidence for and against empirical
conclusions. Finally (as I outlined in §3), this should not be seen as an absurd result. There
are plenty of cases where it is intuitively epistemically permissible for an individual to
use an ethical proposition as empirical evidence, and moreover, it is also plausible that
there are some contexts of (social) scientific inquiry where ethical propositions can play
both direct and indirect evidential roles.
In conclusion, then, even though the metaphysics and epistemology of the ethical might
be significantly weirder, in some respects, than the metaphysics and epistemology of the
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empirical, it is just not weird enough to prevent ethical propositions from being apt to be
relied upon as evidence for empirical conclusions. And we can (and should) exploit this
ethical evidence in order to gain a better understanding of important aspects of empirical
reality.29
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